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RATE CARD

• Early bird single @ $399
• Early bird double + pass @ $369
• Early bird triple + pass @ $330
• Full fee @ $499 (starts 2 weeks prior to event date)

Tough Conversations™ Early Years

  ONE-DAY PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT TRAINING FOR EARLY YEARS CENTRE DIRECTORS 

WHAT’S INCLUDED

• Training in how to conduct difficult conversations 
using a script to achieve accountability

• A training manual containing course notes
• A certificate of completion
• Lunch and refreshments
• A terrific opportunity to spend time with other 

leadership teams

See curriculum details overleaf

JOIN OVER 11,000 PROFESSIONALS TRAINED BY US

Contributes 7 hours of 
QTC registered PD 

addressing 7.1.4 & 7.3.4

Tough Conversations Early Years 
meets the requirements of the Early 
Years Learning Framework (EYLF) 

and the National Quality Framework 
(NQF) Area 4, 6 & 7.  



Call 1300 738 278 or email us at info@parentshop.com.au

EXPECTED LEARNING OUTCOMES
l  Improved knowledge of how to negotiate a solution 

  to a problem using a scripted mediation process.

l  Greater ability to remain neutral when someone 

  becomes frustrated or upset and to manage their 

  emotional distress.

l  Key ideas to progress the conversation towards a 

  pre-planned outcome. 

l  Practical demonstrations of how early years 

  educators can manage difficult behaviour in others. 

  Learn what to do and say to achieve better 

  outcomes.

l  Readings and literature for follow-up research.

ABOUT 

THE COURSE CREATOR Michael Hawton, MAPS.

Michael Hawton is a psychologist, trained teacher and 

author. He has worked as an expert witness in The Family 

Court of Australia and The NSW Children’s Court. He is a 

highly experienced mediator and has developed several 

nationally recognised parenting, practitioner and teacher PD 

courses. These programs have been taught to over 110,000 

professionals, parents and teachers since 2006.

OUR PRESENTERS 

Our dynamic and engaging presenters have been sourced 

from a variety of professions and bring with them years of 

practical experience within their chosen field. 

LESSON FRAMEWORK
l  Why people overreact.

l  Self-control factors in adults and young people.

l  How ‘frustration tolerance’ develops in people.

l  What to tolerate: sorting out what to let go ‘through 

   to the keeper’ and what needs your attention.

l  What people will do if you challenge them.

l  A step-by-step process to address a problem.

l  How to tame tigers: effectively dealing with 

   offensive behaviour.

l  A video demonstration of the concepts applied to  

  a tough conversation.

Please note that this is not a train-the-trainer course and it is not 

designed for the subsequent on-training of other workers back  

at your workplace. Participants will sign a training agreement to 

this effect on the day of training. 

WHAT CENTRE DIRECTORS ARE SAYING...

n  Thoroughly enjoyed the insight and hands-on information on the day. I certainly can take information gained 
on the day back to our services in our every-day work with the staff an/or families at our centres. 
MARIE LIGONIS, CITY OF CANTERBURY BANKSTOWN

n  Parentshop provided me with an insight into how to approach difficult situations. ‘Tough Conversations’ 
training really taught me strategies and sentence starters to begin and continue a professional discussion with 
parents and/or staff. It was very influential and I connected with the content of the training as it catered for the 
early years sector. 
MARIANNE NASTEVSKI, INTEGRICARE CHILDREN’S CENTRE


